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HOMOMORPHISMS OF RINGS OF GERMS
OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

WILLIAM  R.  ZAME1

Abstract. Let 5 and S' be complex analytic manifolds with 5

Stein. Let A^Sand X'^S' be compact sets with A'holomorphically

convex. Denote by £(X) (respectively G{X')) the ring of germs on

X (respectively A') of functions analytic near X (respectively X').

It is shown that each nonzero homomorphism of Q0C) into C(X')

is given by composition with an analytic map defined in a neighbor-

hood of X' and taking values in S.

If S and S' are complex analytic manifolds, then every analytic mapping

of S into S' induces (via composition) a homomorphism of the ring of

analytic functions on S' into the ring of analytic functions on 5. It is an

important and deep result that the converse is also true, providing that S

is a Stein manifold (see [1]). In this note we obtain an analogous result

for homomorphisms of rings of germs of analytic functions on compact

subsets of a complex analytic manifold. We show that each such homo-

morphism is given by composition with an analytic mapping.

1. Preliminaries and notation. Let S be a Stein manifold and i/an open

subset of 5. We denote by 0(U) the ring of analytic functions on U. It is

well known (see [1], for example) that each nonzero complex-valued

homomorphism of C;iU) is continuous with respect to the topology on

C'iU) of uniform convergence on compact subsets of U. We denote the

space of such homomorphisms by AO(U) Iffe&iU) then/ denotes the

function on Aß(U) defined by/ (a) = a(/) for each a in A@(U).

Since 5 is Stein, AC(S)=S, so we have the natural restriction map

■7rrj:A<P(U)-^S given by 7rC7(a)(/) = a(/|C/). Rossi [4] has shown that

A@iU) admits the structure of a Stein manifold in such a way that: (i) the

evaluation map U^-Aß(U) is a biholomorphism of U with an open

subset of A€iU) (we will regard U as an open subset of A@iU)); (ii) if

fe&(U) then/ is the unique analytic extension off to AGiU) (so that

<9(A<B(U))=Q(U))\ (iii) tttj is locally a biholomorphism.
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If X is a compact subset of S, we denote by 0(X) the ring of germs on

X of functions analytic near X. If/is analytic in a neighborhood of X, we

denote its germ on X by/;/is called a representative of / We will also

regard a germ in €(X) as a continuous function on X. It was shown in [2]

and [6] that each nonzero complex-valued homomorphism on G(X) is

continuous, relative to the natural inductive limit topology on @(X). We

say that X is holomorphically convex if each such homomorphism is given

by evaluation at a point of X. Equivalently, X is holomorphically convex

if and only if {■nv(AO(U)); U is open and Ic [/} is a fundamental system

of neighborhoods of X. More information about holomorphically

convex sets may be found in [2] and [5]. We refer to [1] for general

information about several complex variables.

2. Main result. Now let S and S' be complex analytic manifolds with

S Stein, and let A"cS and X'^S' be compact sets with Xholomorphically

convex. We wish to study homomorphisms of &(X) into C(X'). If F is an

analytic map of a neighborhood U' of X' into S such that F(A")C X, then

F induces a homomorphism <vF:(9(X)->-&(X') as follows. Let / be in

C(X). Choose an open set U containing X and a representative f of f

which is analytic on U. Then /°F is analytic on a neighborhood of A";

we let <&F(f) be the germ of/=Fon A". By a straightforward calculation,

we may verify that 0Fis a well-defined homomorphism of G(X) into fi>(A").

Our main result is that every homomorphism arises in this way.

Theorem. Let <¡>:C(X)-*C¡(X') be a nonzero homomorphism. Then

there is an open set U' containing X' and an analytic function F: U'~*-S

such that F(X')czX and $> = <t>F. The germ of F on X' is unique.

For the proof of this theorem we shall make use of two lemmas. If T

is a subset of S and J^ is a subset of <P(S), we say that ¿F separates points

on T if for each x and y in T with Xfty there is a function/e^" such that

f(x)j&f(y). If the (complex) dimension of S is n, we say that !F provides

local coordinates on F if for each x in F there are n functions/l5 ••*,/»

in <F such that dfih- • -Adfn(x)?ïO.

Lemma 1. Let {fi, • ■ • ,fk} be a subset of C(S) which separates points

and provides local coordinates on X, and let U be an open set containing X.

Then there is an open set W containing X such that for each x in X, each

integer M and each fin 0(U) vanishing to total order at least M at x, there

are functions gx," ' , g.y in (9(W) and monomials hx,- ■ ■ , hN of degree

M '" fi-fi(x), ' ■ ' ,fk~fk(x) such that f=2 g A in  W.

Proof. A straightforward compactness argument shows that there is an

open set L\ containing X such that {/, • • • ,/.} separates points and pro-

vides local coordinates on t/j. Since X is holomorphically convex, there is
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an open set W containing X such that rrw(A<9(W))<=- Uo Í/,. Let x be a

point of X, M an integer, and h1, ■ • ■ , hN the monomials of degree M in

fx-fx(x), ' ' • ,fk-fAx).
Let G be the sheaf of germs of analytic functions on A6(W) and 6s

the N-fo\d Cartesian product. Let -f be the ideal sheaf of the discrete

variety ttw(x) and Jyi the sheaf of ideals generated by M-fold products

of elements of J. For each /', let (f>i = ihl\W)*' and let ¡ji:Gn-+Jm be

given by p(yx, " ' , Yn)—^. 4>íYí- Observe that the functions

((fx -/iW) | W)\ ■ ■ • , ((fk -fk(x)) | Wf

provide local coordinates on A(P( W) and vanish simultaneously only on

tt~w(x). Thus at each point of -rfwix), each germ in JM can be expressed

locally as a power series in these functions, while at each point not in

Tfwix) at least one of these functions is locally a unit. It follows that p, is

surjective.

This gives rise to the following short exact sequence of sheaves over

AG(W):
0 — ker fx -* <PN -* JM -+ 0.

This induces a long exact cohomology sequence," the relevant terms of

which are:

H\AGiW), 0s) ^ H°iA&irV), JM) -+ HxiAGiW), ker p.).

Since AC(W) is a Stein manifold and ker/* is a sheaf of relations on

ACfW), it follows from Cartan's Theorem B that HxiAGiW), ker,u)=0,

so that a* is surjective.

Finally, iffe€(U) vanishes to total order at least M at x, then (/| W) =

f°TTW vanishes to total order at least M at each point of 7T^(x). Thus

if\wfeH°iAGiW), JM)- Thus if\W)* is the image under p.* of an
A/-tuple of functions in (9(AG(W))=G(W), which is the desired result.

Lemma 2. Let {f, • • • ,fk} be a subset of &(S) which separates points

and provides local coordinates on X. If Ot and 02 are nonzero homomor-

phisms ofGiX) into CiX') such that <J>1(/) = 02(/;.)/or each i, then O), =02.

Proof. Since every nontrivial homomorphism of GfX) into C is given

by evaluation at a point of A', we can define maps O*: A"-*A" by requiring

that for eachfeG(X) and yeX', <rj*(v)(/)=0J(/)(y) for;=l, 2. For each
/ and each yeX' we have :

mXiy)) = ®x(fd(y) - ®Áfu(y) =fÁ®t(y)).
Since {/,, • • • ,fk) separates points on A', it follows that 0)^=0*.
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Let/be in G(X). In order to show that §iif)=Q>2if) it suffices to

show that Q>i(f)—$>2(f) vanishes to arbitrarily high order at each point

of A". To this end, let M be an integer and y a point of A'; set x=0*( y)=

0*(j). In a neighborhood of x, some representative of/may be repre-

sented by a power series in/j—fi(x), ■ ■ • ,fk—fk(x); let PM denote the sum

of the terms of this series whose total order infi—fi(x), • • ■ ,fk—fk(x)

does not exceed M— 1. Hence the germ/— PM vanishes to total order at

least M at x. In view of Lemma 1, we may find germs gx," ' ,gx in

0(X) and monomials Al5 • • • , hN of order M infi—fi(x), • ■ ■ ,fK—fk(x)

such that f-PM= 2gA-
Since Oj and <J>, are nonzero, it follows that (D1(l)=cl)2(l) = l, so that

<*>i(JV)=<Wi/)- Hence

*i(/) - «>*(/) = 1>i(/- P.u) - ®2(f- PM)

= V ^(h^iig,) - 02U,)}

since <&i(hf)=^<&2(hf). Since A; is the product of A/ germs that vanish at x,

^i(hf) is the product of M germs that vanish at y. It follows that <Pi(f) —

®i(f) vanishes to order at ¡east M at y. This completes the proof.

Proof of the Theorem. By the imbedding theorem for Stein mani-

folds, we can find functions gt, • • • , gk in ff(S) such that G=(gi, • ■ • , gk)

is a regular proper imbedding of S as a closed submanifold of C". We

can find an open set O containing G (S) and a holomorphic retraction

h:Q-*G(S). If/is analytic in an open set containing G(X), then f°G is

analytic in an open set containing X, so we have defined a homomorphism

v:Cv(G(X))—>-(9(X). Observe that v(f)=v(g) whenever / and g have

representatives that agree in a G(5)-neighborhood of G(X). Let 0' = 0=v

and set <p¿=<D'(j5.)=<Dte;.).
We can find an open set U' containing X' and functions <Px,'",Ç>k

in O(U') which represent <pl5 • • • , cp,,.. Set <p=((pi, "• , (pk):U'—-Ck and

consider the homomorphism (i><l,:ß(G(X))->-0(X'). It is easy to see that

<D(ï>(zî)=tpi for each /'. Since X is holomorphically convex in S, G is an

imbedding and G(S) is closed in Ck, it follows that G(X) is homomorphi-

cally convex in Ck (see [5]). From Lemma 2 we see that 0^=0'.

Now set F=G~x°h°(f.U'->-S. If/ denotes the germ of gfG~x°h

on G(X). then we see that O'(/.)=O'(z1)=0)(^i). Hence $>F(gd=

0>'(fi)=Q>(g,). Using Lemma 2 again, it follows that Í>=<J>J?. (Observe

that this argument shows that (p(U')cG(S) so that F=G~x°hq>=

G-X°<p.) It is easy to see that F|A'=0* so that F(A")CA'. Finally, a

straightforward calculation shows that <1>F depends only on the germ of

F on X' and that functions representing different germs induce distinct

homomorphisms.
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3. Remarks. It is tempting to try to generalize the theorem to the case

in which X is not holomorphically convex by passing to the space of non-

zero homomorphisms of <P(X) into C. In general, however, this space

admits no natural imbedding into a Stein manifold (see [2] and [6]).

If S' is Stein and A" is holomorphically convex, then 0=0^ is an iso-

morphism if and only if £ is a biholomorphism of a neighborhood of A"

with a neighborhood of X.

The author does not know whether the theorem remains true in the

context of analytic spaces, rather than manifolds.
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